FRATERNITIES:

The Greeks — the subject of one of the biggest controversies on campus since grass, are accused of being rich snobs, having no independence, being dumb jocks, and basically acting like immature animals. Sure, Greek systems have virtually stopped growing and started to decline across the country. Yet, at Tech they continue to grow, new fraternities being formed in recent years.

Yes, for the Greek at Georgia Tech there are many descriptions: for every rich one there is one that struggles to meet his debts, for every obnoxious one there is a reserved individual — not unlikely a brother of the same fraternity. This is what our system is all about — people, possibly with different characteristics and from different ways of life, working, partying, studying and living together — attempting to live life to the fullest.

The famous plastic smiles, so characteristic of rush, have disappeared with the installation of year-round rush. The rushee no longer sees sixty completely stereotyped people, he sees brotherhood — not a myth, but friendship with a deep feeling of responsibility. The Greek way of life, like everything else that is expressive and involved, occasionally receives criticism. Nevertheless, the tradition established by the Greeks at Georgia Tech is a testimony to their viability and value.

A Look at The System
It All Begins in the Fall . . .
Homecoming: Fraternities Get it Together for
The Biggest Weekend of the Year
Back to the Five-day Grind Until . . .
The Pace Is Broken by A Weekend Party
Intramurals Means Stiff Competition Among Greeks
The Greek Life Is a Good Life . . .
Is it *Really* So Different From Yours and Mine?
Members of the Georgia Tech Interfraternity Council. At left, Dean Gary Bledsoe, Assistant Dean of Students and Director of Fraternity Affairs.
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In memory of Richard Friedman . . . faster than fast Eddie . . . with the quick wit of Howie . . . on an even bet that Clutch and Choke are assaulting a pinball machine . . . and 2 to 1 that Kap's lines are wrong . . . Larry's 4.0's and pervertograms, which somehow seem to be related . . . again . . . Ron with Lynn . . . and our foreign correspondent in Michigan, Munny K. . . . and Jerry, who is just foreign . . . despite the new love triangle, Beerman, Laurie, and Ralph . . . or Ulmer and his mirror and his two soccer balls . . . the wild parties of Dave Douglass . . . Sam and the phantom . . . Barry, bringing to our house a genuine lifestyle of the 1940's . . . a jock of all sports, Spu Spiegel . . . Uncle Bobby and his clutch Philadelphia teams . . . Mike and Rick's rope tricks . . . Victor's taters . . . Jeff and Andino working on their Ferraris . . . Hal's cuts . . . G.I. Bernie's 15 plus letter words . . . the adventures of the Fearless Five: Sunshine Superman, Joe, Bullwinkle Moose, Wrongway and Tanentwat . . . Bob B. and Ron H.'s women . . . Blaine's bottles . . . Begelman's shorts . . . Eric's Long golden locks . . . Jack's computer programs . . . Sheldon the wise . . . and what can we say about Mark Kres?
ΑΤΩ
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Such a deal I have for you . . . Let's have a yard party . . . why do they call it a work party . . . pledge, light my cigarette . . . and why do you go to Tech little girl . . . Lambda Chi Tug-of-War, we win again . . . Second place in Mini 500, we always knew we had fast pledges . . . Let's go eat . . . I have to study . . . Ha, ha . . . Why am I here . . . Love session . . . sometimes . . . Pinned . . . to whom . . . 20 to 1, Great . . . Derby Day, no more . . . Joks are Kneat, Daa . . . Drink, but not in the house . . . Sweethearts . . . Big Brothers . . . Lots of help . . . John . . . sigh . . . what do you mean there is two feet of T.P. all over the house . . . Dale . . . you guessed it . . . Sisterly love . . . a six-hour lab on Friday . . . Damn . . . Ma Tech hates us . . . pledges don't throw our sister in . . . please don't get her wet . . . Ha, Ha.
'Allo Honeybun... Incredible Rush... Why sure... Pledge tube team pulls fine grades... Hattie puts a little of herself into everything she cooks... scummies, go around the table... a vote of confidence for Bob Snout?... Xenia choirboy... what's a moon, Randy?... Haven't you worn that shirt before, Scott?... The Ring Triad — Fraser, Fluffy, and Aray (?)... Bunz... Bob's bachelor party... Room 1 Crew... Fireworks games... Dennis and Judy... Clay will pull a 4.0 this quarter... Chipper's snake... L. Smith's cab service to Rich's... Room 18's $250 liquor bill... S. K. L. and Merc... nice Stereo, J. E. W... Jai Guru Dev, Glenn... Budro... aromas from the kitchen late Sunday... chinga dera Dealer McDope... Please to be biting clank, Mauler... Hnink Hnink T. H. (Samuel Gompers)... Jimmy (alias Ralph) Stewart and his fountain... Trabue plays cripple again... vice president Quickdraw... Murray catches grief?... 1972 Champagne Party-Jesus... Thompson on the Ferrari racing team... Sleazy bars on the strip... M. Bridges watches T.V.?... Will Hank take his Martin to the opera?... silk purse out of a sow's ear for 14, David... Received any more pictures in the mail, Kim?... Robbie — keep your hands off Hattie... Larry and his wedding... farm out... Dedicated to Bowzer, Wowzer, and Snitz.
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Sigmund says we should all be more considerate . . . Seems like everything starts in Room 1 and spreads . . . Who put this chair in my bed? . . . This place is --! . . . Hot dog . . . Zeke comes first . . . Gimme a pill . . . Whoever heard of a fraternity president being married? . . . But I already booked all the bands . . . We're having this great flick, "Alex in Wonderland" . . . I'm gonna get an apartment, I'm gonna go to U. T. C., I'm bringing down a new car next quarter . . . Keeeb . . . Ooh, ooh . . . I'm loose, man . . . Hey Lar, let's hear Ruth Copeland . . . European flair . . . Grover, when are you gonna fix the backdoor? . . . Where is Bogalusa? . . . RemberRio Ricoso (and the Browns) . . . Chili Dawg packs a .38 with long-hair trigger . . . Earth to Sam, Earth to Sam . . . Big Six . . . Full moon on the rise . . . Yeah I voted for Bob Guhl — what about it? . . . Fat Boy you going to class today . . . Bad break . . . Havin' a good time? Oh yeahhh . . . This is the new All talkin' to ya . . . Let's go to the Copy Cat . . . Just imagine Ricky and the Rockets rooming with the Redskins . . . When's the Urinal gonna be fixed? Who turned out the lights? I can't see . . . Boys it takes leather hands to play lacrosse . . . Spiff says he's got seven dating opportunities this week . . . Where's the Tequila . . . Garcia . . . Check yer toes . . . Hey Cornball, got this problem for you . . . Super-sharp, definitely officer material . . . Pinngg . . . who's this chick named Eve? . . . Connie who? . . . Norman are you finished yet? . . . Pass the Kwell, please . . . What was that flash? a comet? . . . Hey, pledge, what's the capital of Poland? . . . If you don't get these bottles out of here they're going in the dumpster . . . Ashmore? he's working . . . Reiter Sig.
But I don't have one . . . Why not, she did it for me? . . . I've come to sing you the ballad . . . According to the By-Laws . . . No vegetables, no dessert . . . Get down, start pushing Georgia away from you . . . Are there any girls in the hall? . . . Gross me out . . . The Robbing the Cradle Award . . . Flame of the year . . . 4 hours, 11 minutes, 37 seconds on the phone without a sound . . . Once a week, whether he wants it or not . . . Gross Out Contest . . . Four-eyed Mongolian Jug . . . Are you doing anything tonight? . . . The Watermelon Man . . . He wants me to kiss him!
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